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Abstract 

The user authentication scheme in a global mobility network is an important security issue 

that allows users of mobile devices to access a secure roaming service through wireless 

networks. Over recent years, many anonymous authentication schemes have been proposed 

for roaming services in global mobility networks. In 2012, Mun et al. proposed a new 

enhancement for scheme that uses the Elliptic Curve Diffie–Hellman protocol to overcome 

security weaknesses and improve performance. However, this has some vulnerabilities, such 

as in the case of replay attacks and man-in-the-middle attacks. In this paper, we demonstrate 

the weaknesses of Mun et al.’s scheme to the attacks mentioned above. We also propose an 

improved secure anonymous authentication scheme for roaming services. 
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1. Introduction 

Wireless communication is the transfer of information between two or more mobile 

devices (e.g., notebook, cellular phone, PDA, smart phone) that are not physically connected. 

A special network environment that provides a personal communication user with a global 

roaming service is referred to as a global mobility network (GLOMONET). Through 

universal roaming technology, when mobile users attempt to connect to a foreign network, 

they can access the services provided by their home agent through the foreign network. 

Before providing services, the foreign agent needs to authenticate the user through the user’s 

home agent [1, 10]. 

Many user authentication schemes have been proposed for the GLOMONET [1-10]. 

Recently, Mun et al. showed that the scheme of Wu et al. disclosed the passwords of 

legitimate users and failed to achieve perfect forward secrecy [9], before proposing a new 

enhancement for anonymous authentication to overcome these security weaknesses. 

In this paper, we analyze Mun et al.’s scheme and find that it is vulnerable to replay attacks 

and man-in-the-middle attacks. In order to overcome these security weaknesses, we propose 

an improved secure anonymous authentication scheme that is also resistant to replay attacks 

and man-in-the-middle attacks. 

This study is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the scheme of Mun et al., and Section 

3 demonstrates the security weaknesses mentioned above. In Section 4, we propose an 

improved secure anonymous authentication scheme, which is analyzed with other schemes in 

Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions. 
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2. Review of Mun et al.’s scheme 

In this section, we examine the anonymous authentication scheme proposed by Mun 

et al. [9]. Their scheme consists of three phases: a registration phase, an authentication 

phase, and an update phase. 

 

2.1. First phase: registration 

When a new MU wants to register with HA, he/she perform the following steps: 

Step 1. },{: MUMU NIDHAMU   

MU sends his/her identity MUID  and nonce MUN  to HA for registration. 

Step 2. HA generates nonce HAN  and computes )| |( HAMUMU NNhPW   and 

HAMUMUMU IDPWIDhr  )| |( . 

Step 3. )}(,,,,{:  hPWNIDrMUHA MUHAHAMU  

HA sends MUr , HAID , HAN , MUPW , and )(h  to MU through a secure channel. 

 

2.2. Second phase: authentication and establishment of session key 

In this phase, for mutual authentication between MU and HA and between MU and FA, 

MU performs the following steps: 

Step 1. },,{: MUHAHA rNIDFAMU   

When MU accesses the new FA, MU sends HAID , HAN , and MUr  to FA. 

Step 2. },,{: MUFAFA rNIDHAFA  

FA stores the received message from MU for further communication and generates nonce 

FAN . FA then sends FAID , FAN , and MUr . 

Step 3. },{: HAHA PSFAHA  

HA computes HAMUMUMU IDPWIDhr  )| |('  and checks whether '
MUr  equals the received 

MUr . If they are equal, HA can authenticate MU. Next, HA computes )| |( FAMUHA NPWhP   

and HAMUFAFAHA PrNIDhS  )| |(  and sends the computed HAS  and HAP  to FA. 

Step 4. },,{: FAFA PaPSMUFA  

FA computes HAMUFAFAHA PrNIDhS  )| |('  and checks whether '
HAS  equals the 

received HAS . FA computes )| || |( HAFAHAFA NNShS  , selects a random number a , and then 

computes aP  on E using the Elliptic Curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) protocol. Next, FA 

sends FAS , aP , and )| || |( FAFAHAFA NIDSP   to MU. 

Step 5. },{: MFSbPFAMU   

MU computes )| |()| |('
FAMUMUFAFAHA NPWhrNIDhS   and )| || |( ''

HAFAHAFA NNShS   

and checks whether '
FAS  equals the received FAS . If they are equal, MU can authenticate HA 

and FA. After checking FAS , MU selects a random number b  and computes bP , a session 

key )(abPhKMF   using the received aP  and the computed bP , and )| |( bPNfS FAKMF MF . 

Next, MU sends the computed bP  and MFS  to FA. 
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Step 6. FA computes )(abPhKMF   using private and public values and 

)| |(' bPNfS FAKMF MF . FA then checks whether '
MFS  equals the received MFS . If they are 

equal, FA can authenticate MU. 

 

 

2.3. Third phase: update session key 

Step 1. }{: PbFAMU i  

MU selects a new random number ib  and computes )...,,2,1( niPbi  . MU then sends ib  

and Pbi  to FA. 

Step 2. },{: iMFi SPaMUFA  

FA selects a new random number ia  and computes )...,,2,1( niPai  . FA then computes a 

new session key )( PbahK iiMFi   and )| |( 11 PbaPbafS iiiiKMF iMFi  . Next, FA sends Pai  and 

iMFS  to MU. 

Step 3. MU computes a session key )( PbahK iiMFi   using the received Pai  and the 

computed Pbi  and )| |( 11
' PbaPbafS iiiiKMF iMFi  . MU then checks whether '

iMFS  equals the 

received iMFS . If they are equal, MU and FA use the new session key iMFK . 

 

3. Weaknesses of Mun et al.’s scheme 

Mun et al. claimed that their scheme could resist various known attacks. Unfortunately, we 

find that their scheme is flawed against replay attacks and man-in-the-middle attacks. 

 

3.1. Replay attack 

An attacker A can eavesdrop on and record the message },,{ MUHAHA rNID  transmitted from 

MU to FA. A can impersonate MU by using the recorded message },,{ MUHAHA rNID  as 

follows: 

Step 1. When A accesses another new FA, A sends the recorded message },,{ MUHAHA rNID  

to FA. After receiving this message, FA sends the message },,{ MUFAFA rNID  to HA. 

Step 2. HA computes '
MUr  and checks whether '

MUr  equals the received MUr . If they are 

equal, HA can authenticate A. HA then computes HAP  and HAS  and sends the message 

},{ HAHA PS  to FA. After receiving this message, FA computes '
HAS  and checks whether '

HAS  

equals the received HAS . Next, FA sends the message },,{ FAFA PaPS  to A. 

Step 3. A can compute '
FAS  and can check whether '

FAS  equals the received FAS . If they 

are equal, A can authenticate HA and FA. A then computes bP  and MFS  and sends the 

message },{ MFSbP  to FA. After receiving this message, FA computes '
MFS  and checks 

whether '
MFS  equals the received MFS . If they are equal, FA can authenticate A. 

 

3.2. Man-in-the-middle attack 

An attacker A can eavesdrop on the message transmitted between FA and MU. As a result, 

A can successfully mount a man-in-the-middle attack as follows: 
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Step 1. A can block and copy the message },,{ FAFA PaPS  transmitted from FA to MU. A 

selects a new random number 'a  and computes Pa' , then replaces the message },,{ FAFA PaPS  

with },',{ FAFA PPaS  and sends this to MU. 

Step 2. MU computes '
HAS  and '

FAS  and checks whether '
FAS  equals the received FAS . 

After checking FAS , MU selects a random number b  and computes bP , a session key 

)'( bPahKMF   using the received Pa'  and the computed bP , and )| |( bPNfS FAKMF MF . 

Next, MU sends the message },{ MFSbP  to FA. 

Step 3. A then blocks and copies the message },{ MFSbP  transmitted from MU to FA. A 

selects a new random number 'b  and computes Pb' , a session key )'( PabhKMF   using the 

copied aP  and the computed Pb' , and )'| |(' PbNfS FAKMF MF . Next, A replaces the message 

},{ MFSbP  with },'{ '
MFSPb  and sends this to FA. 

Step 4. FA computes )'( PabhKMF   using private and public values and 

)'| |('' PbNfS FAKMF MF . FA then checks whether ''
MFS  equals the received value of '

MFS . If 

they are equal, FA can authenticate MU. However, the session key between FA and MU is 

different. 

 

4. Proposed improved secure anonymous authentication scheme 

In this section, we propose an improved, secure, and anonymous authentication scheme for 

a roaming service on GLOMONET. This scheme consists of three phases: a registration phase, 

an authentication and key establishment phase, and an update session key phase. 

 

4.1. Notation 

Table 1 shows the notation used to describe our proposed scheme. 

 
Table 1. Notations of our scheme 

Notation Description 

MU , FA , HA  Mobile User, Foreign Agent, Home Agent 

XID  Identity of an entity X 

P  Password of mobile user 

N / 'N  Random nonce for current session / Random nonce for next session 

x  Secret key of home agent 

y  Random nonce for generates each mobile user 

)(h  A one-way hash function 

)(PRNG  Pseudo Random Number Generator 

  Exclusive OR operation 

| |  Concatenation operation 

KK DE /  Encryption/Decryption function of symmetric key cryptosystem using key K 

Kf  MAC generation function by using the key K 

XYK  Session key between entity X and Y 

XBA :  X is transmitted from A to B 
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4.2. Registration phase 

 

Figure 1. Registration phase in our scheme 

Figure 1 illustrates the procedure of the registration phase. When a new MU wants to 

register with the Home Agent HA, he/she performs the following steps: 

Step 1. )}| |(),| |(,{: NPhPIDhIDHAMU MUMU  

MU generates a random nonce  using )(PRNG , and computes )| |( PIDh MU  and the 

password verifier )| |( NPh  using MUID , P , and N . MU sends MUID , )| |( PIDh MU , and 

)| |( NPh  to HA for registration. 

Step 2. )]}(,,,,,,[{:  hyVKBIDIDcardSmartMUHA HAMU  

HA stores )| |( PIDh MU  and )| |( NPh  in its database after the received )| |( PIDh MU  is 

identified. HA computes )()( yhxhB  , )| |()| |( NPhIDxhK MU  , and 

))| |(| |)| |(( NPhPIDhhV MU  using x , y , and MUID . HA then issues a smart card containing 

)](,,,,,,[ hyVKBIDID HAMU  and delivers it to MU through a secure channel. 

Step 3. MU stores the random nonce N  within the smart card. 

 

4.3. Authentication and key establishment phase 

 
Figure 2. Authentication and key establishment phase in our scheme 
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The procedure of the authentication and key establishment phase is shown in Figure 2. In 

this phase, to attain mutual authentication between MU and HA, and between MU and FA, 

MU performs the following steps: 

Step 1. For authentication, MU inserts his/her smart card into the device and inputs identity 
'
MUID  and password P . Then, MU checks whether '

MUID  equals MUID . If they are not equal, 

the procedure is terminated. Next, MU generates a random nonce 'N  using )(PRNG  and 

computes the following: 

)()( yhBxh   

)| |()| |(1 MUIDxhNPhKc   

)| |()(2 PIDhxhc MU  

VIDxhc MU  )| |(3  

)'| |(4 NPhKc   

))| |(| |)'| |((5 NPhNPhhc   

Step 2. },,,,{: 5432 ccccIDFAMU HA  

MU sends HAID , 2c , 3c , 4c , and 5c  to FA. 

Step 3. },,,,{: 5432 ccccIDHAFA FA  

FA stores the received HAID  from MU for further communication and sends FAID , 2c , 3c , 

4c , and 5c  to HA. 

Step 4. After receiving the authentication message from FA, HA computes 

)()*| |( 2 xhcPIDh MU   and finds )| |( PIDh MU  corresponding to *)| |( PIDh MU  in its database. 

HA then extracts )| |( NPh  corresponding to *)| |( PIDh MU  from the database and computes 

the following: 

))| |(| |)| |((' NPhPIDhhV MU  

')| |( 3 VcIDxh MU   

)| |()| |( NPhIDxhK MU   

KcNPh  4)'| |(  

))| |(| |)'| |(('
5 NPhNPhhc   

HA checks whether '
5c  equals 5c . If they are equal, HA can authenticate MU. HA then 

selects a random number  and computes a value on E using ECDH. Next, HA computes the 

following: 

))| |(| |)'| |(| |(6 NPhNPhKhc   

))| |(| |)'| |(| |(7 NPhNPhIDhc FA  

)| |( 78 caPEc V  

Step 5. },,,,{: 86 aPccIDIDFAHA FAHA  

HA sends HAID , FAID , 6c , 8c , and aP  to FA. 

Step 6. },,,,{: 86 aPccIDIDMUFA FAHA  
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FA checks the format of HAID  and FAID  and stores aP . Then, FA sends HAID , FAID , 6c , 

8c , and aP  to MU. 

Step 7. MU checks the format of HAID  and computes ))| |(| |)'| |(| |('
6 NPhNPhKhc  . MU 

then checks whether '
6c  equals 6c . If they are equal, MU can authenticate HA. Next, MU 

computes ))| |(( 7caPED VV  and ))| |(| |)'| |(| |('
7 NPhNPhIDhc FA  and checks whether '

7c  

equals 7c . If they are equal, MU can authenticate FA. MU then selects a random number b  

and computes bP , )(abPhKMF  , and )| |( bPIDfS FAKMF MF . 

Step 8. },{: MFSbPFAMU   

MU sends the computed bP  and MFS  to FA. 

Step 9. FA computes )(abPhKMF   using private and public values and 

)| |(' bPIDfS FAKMF MF , and checks whether '
MFS  equals MFS . If they are not equal, the 

procedure is terminated. Otherwise, FA can authenticate MU. 

 

4.4. Update session key phase 

The update session key phase is the same as the third phase of Mun et al.’s scheme, as 

shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Update session key in our scheme 

 

5. Security analysis 

Table 2 compares the security of existing schemes with that of our proposed scheme. Our 

scheme has several security properties, as follows: 

Anonymity: Assume that an attacker A intercepts the message },,,{ 5432 cccc  over a public 

network. A cannot derive the identity MUID  of the mobile user from 2c , 3c , 4c , and 5c . This 

is because A does not know x , P , N , and 'N . 

Perfect forward secrecy: The authentication and key establishment and update session 

key phases of our scheme use ECDH to provide perfect forward secrecy. To establish a 

session key, MU and FA use different Pai  and Pbi  for each session, and thus they are not 

related to previous values Pai 1  and Pbi 1 . Thus, if the previous session key 

)( 111 PbahK iiMFi   is disclosed, an attacker cannot guess )( PbahK iiMFi  . In other words, 

guessing iMFK  is a computationally difficult problem. 

Mutual authentication: HA can authenticate MU by checking 5c  in Step 4 of the 

authentication and key establishment phase, and MU can authenticate HA by checking 6c  in 
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Step 7 of the same phase. Similarly, MU can authenticate FA by checking 7c  in Step 7 of the 

authentication and key establishment phase, and FA can authenticate MU by checking MFS  in 

Step 9 of the authentication and key establishment phase. 

Replay attack: MU updates the password verifier )| |( NPh  to resist replay attacks in each 

authentication session. The next password verifier is hidden in the previous session, such that   

is an implicit next password verifier )'| |( NPh . That is, an attacker A cannot authenticate the 

home agent by replaying the previous authentication message. 

Man-in-the-middle attack: Man-in-the-middle attacks can be prevented because of the 

authentication between MU and HA. Similarly, a man-in-the-middle attack can be prevented 

by the establishment of a session key between MU and FA. 

 

Table 2. Analysis of securities 

Scheme 
Proposed 

scheme 

Mun et al. 

[9] 
Zhu-Ma [3] Lee et al. [4] Wu et al. [5] 

Anonymity Yes Yes No No No 

Perfect forward secrecy Yes Yes No No No 

Mutual authentication(MU-HA) Yes Yes No No No 

Mutual authentication(MU-FA) Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

Replay attack Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Man-in-the-middle attack(MU-HA) Yes Yes No No No 

Man-in-the-middle attack(MU-FA) Yes No No Yes Yes 

 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we discussed the security weaknesses in Mun et al.’s scheme, such as a 

vulnerability to replay attacks and man-in-the-middle attacks. In order to overcome 

these security weaknesses, we proposed an improved secure anonymous authentication 

scheme. Our scheme was developed to apply ECDH to Mun e t al.’s scheme. Moreover, 

unlike Mun et al.’s scheme, our scheme achieves anonymity, provides perfect forward 

secrecy and mutual authentication, and is resistant to replay attacks  and man-in-the-

middle attacks. 
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